
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

6 ‘Going Out Out’ Whites – £90  
 

DOMAINE DE LA CREUZE NOIRE MÂCON-FUISSE ‘LES CHATAIGNIERS’ 
BURGUNDY, FRANCE 

From a fifth generation, family-owned winery that is located on the Maçon/Beaujolais A small producer, who avoids 
chemical insecticides, and cares about sustainability. More elegance and flavour than an ‘entry level’ Maçon Villages 

offers you. This is a fresh little number, with bright tropical notes, a soft and rounded toasty background and clean citrus 
notes to support.  A clean drinking Chardonnay from a classic region, made by producers who all the critics are started to 

notice. 
 

WEINHOF WALDSHÜTZ KAMPTAL GRÜNER VELTLINER 
KAMPTAL, AUSTRIA 

This Grüner Veltliner is produced in the Kamptal wine region – one of the most interesting wine regions in Austria, whose 
name is derived from the River Kamp. Weinhof Waldshütz say it best themselves: ‘the soil carries its history into the wine 
cellar… the mineral spice of the primary rock, with the fine fruit and fragrant nuances of the loess soil’. For us, it’s a fresh, 

crisp, mineral Grüner, that feels like you’re drinking from a natural spring – of wine! Delicious. 
 

PRODUTTORI DE MANDURIA ‘ALICE’ VERDECA 
MANDURIA PUGLIA, ITALY 

Meet ALICE: She’s fresh, vibrant, crisp, with some salty vibes that pair beautifully with lemon/acidity. Lovely wine chilled 
down and enjoyed in the garden with a spot of sunshine, but she absolutely SINGS with fish! Little fact: Although we 

pronounce her Alice, as ‘in Wonderland’, it’s actually the Italian word for anchovies - hence the funky packaging! 
 

VIÑEDO DE LOS VIENTOS ‘ESTIVAL’ 
ATLÁNTIDA, URUGUAY 

60% Gewurztraminer, 30% Chardonnay & 10% Moscato Bianco. Passion fruit, pineapple skins and floral notes abound on 
the nose; there are some hints of citrus on the palate which is unctuous but offers a savouring acidity and impeccable 

balance. A standout wine from Uruguay made in small quantities! 
 

WEINGUT GÜNTER & REGINA TRIEBAUMER DRY FURMINT 
AUSTRIA 

Weingut Günter & Regina Triebaumer dry Furmint is bright, fresh, and aromatic – think ripe Williams’s pears, juicy 
pineapple, and a bouquet of white blossom on the nose and palate. An interesting grape from a region that is a little 

different to the norm (Hungary) 
 

VIÑA COBOS ‘FELINO’ CHARDONNAY 
MENDOZA, ARGENTINA 

An award-winning winery in the heart of Mendoza with Paul Hobbs at the helm. They are meticulous in the approach to 
winemaking and are all about the ‘science of wine’ with cutting edge studies into terroir and production. Felino 

Chardonnay really is nectar in a glass; elegant & balanced, hints of tropical fruits and brioche, unoaked and very clean 
drinking. 

 
 

 


